
The strength of the Polmlek Group is continuous development 
 
Polmlek Group is 100% Polish capital, over 4,000 employees, 14 production plants, and the value 
of the companies belonging to the Group is estimated at PLN 7 billion. The turnover in 2022 
exceeded PLN 9 billion! 
 
Polmlek is a modern dairy plant throughout Poland, as well as one of the largest dairies in North 
Africa - Safilait in Morocco and the juice leader from Tymienice - Fortuna. Polmlek Group was 
ranked 13th in the Forbes 100 Largest Polish Private Companies in 2022. The largest plant of the 
Polmlek Group is the factory in Lidzbark Warmiński, which is also one of the most modern dairy 
plants in Europe. The dynamic development of modern technologies, bold investment decisions 
ahead of Polish and European competition, paved the way for Polmlek's managers to conquer 
global markets with highly specialized powders.  The company is today a leader in the sale of 
powders.  The whey powder plant operating in Lidzbark allows not only to produce the highest 
quality whey protein, used in nutrients for athletes and children around the world, but also 
powdered lactose. The R&D Center at the Lidzbark plant  working on drying technologies enabling 
100% milk processing in accordance with the zero waste idea. The plant is also a leader in the field 
of energy efficiency. Only in 2022, over PLN 50 MLN was invested here. In recent years, a total of 
nearly 80 MLN has been allocated to the energy transition. An innovative bioreactor is being built, 
which will generate electricity from dairy waste, 6 cogeneration turbines are operating. The aim of 
the activities is to reduce energy and gas consumption, reduce CO2 emissions and finally the 
company's energy self-sufficiency.  
The approach to business of the owners of the Polmlek Group, Jerzy Borucki and Andrzej 
Grabowski, defines flexibility and constant search for new solutions. Polmlek consistently 
implements modern technologies, increases employment, designs and manufactures innovative 
products to meet the expectations of customers, and is the undisputed leader in the industry 
when it comes to successful and spectacular acquisitions.  In 2022, 3 significant companies joined 
the 11 plants of the Polmlek Group, two in Poland, including Ceko, a producer of maturing 
premium cheeses, and the Moroccan Safilait acquired from the French tycoon – the Bel concern. 
Thus, Polmlek began its international expansion on completely new North African markets.   The 
Group also invests intensively in its Polish plants, including Polmlek's Lacpol dairy - the dairy in 
Wolsztyn, Piotrków Kujawski are, after the plants in Lidzbark Warmiński, Grudziądz, Maków 
Mazowiecki and Raciąż, another technological gem on the map of Polish dairy under the Polmlek 
brand. 
 
 


